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 to open and close TKing: No you have to find a package that fits to your needs and download it and install it CatKiller, I know i can install the program from terminal if i am not on GUI but i want GUI TKing: File -> search in folder TKing: i don't know which program you are looking for TKing: If you search for "distro" you should find your answer TKing: Also note that Ubuntu is not a distribution
but a product CatKiller, what you told me is for a linux computer where as Ubuntu is for computer with ubuntu installed TKing: From a terminal you can type: sudo apt-get install ubuntu-desktop TKing: Ubuntu is a distribution, Linux is a kernel TKing: Ubuntu is a variant of Linux so ubuntu is for linux distros? TKing: Yup TKing: It's a graphical Ubuntu based distribution so why can we not use

ubuntu, like we use ubuntu for ubuntu then? TKing: It's a graphical variant of Linux TKing: You can't run Ubuntu as a kernel TKing: You have to install a Linux on a computer CatKiller, no you dont you can run ubuntu on kernel. TKing: the kernel is part of linux i think EriC^^, yeah but Ubuntu is graphical distro and Linux is kernel for linux distros you can install ubuntu to a usb or cd and boot it,
and it's the same thing TKing: no the kernel is part of linux EriC^^, kernel is the base of linux ubuntu is a distribution TKing: no, the kernel is the core of linux 520fdb1ae7
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